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INTRODUCTION

A desire to explore the creative synergy
between words and music represents
perhaps the most fundamental impulse
of human creativity. Music can illuminate
words, and words illuminate music.
Composers and songwriters use words as
a catalyst for music, a way of capturing
a memory or experience, a sentiment or
emotion, exploring belief or reaching beyond
the boundaries of music's possibilities.
In turn, music's striving towards words is
endlessly reciprocated, with poetry in a
central position, investigating the musicality
of language itself. In this context, artists
whose work straddles both words and music
are uniquely fascinating, none more so than
nineteenth-century poet John Clare.
Clare is now widely regarded as one of
England’s foremost poets of the natural
world. Born into rural poverty in 1793,
he was lucky and rare in receiving a
rudimentary education for a few years,
even while labouring in threshing barns and
fields, sometimes alongside his parents.
He went on to work on enclosure gangs
and in lime kilns, but enjoyed most of
all his training and work as a gardener,
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a job which enhanced his burgeoning
passion for the natural history of his native
Northamptonshire (his village of Helpston
is now in Cambridgeshire, the county lines
having been redrawn).
Clare read poetry, prose and drama
voraciously, learned to read and write
music, and played the fiddle in pubs and
with gipsy friends. Eventually he put poetic
pen to scraps of paper—secretly at first—
but then felt keen and confident enough
to show his work to booksellers in places
like Market Deeping and Stamford. This
courage eventually led to a connection with
the London-based publishing partnership
of John Taylor and James Hessey, a liberalleaning team who published the likes of
John Keats, Charles Lamb, Samuel Taylor
Coleridge and William Hazlitt, and who
eventually took over the London Magazine
too. Taylor and Hessey published Clare’s first
book Poems Descriptive of Rural Life and
Scenery in January 1820.
As a poet, Clare seems never to have
stopped. He mastered multiple forms: the
sonnet, the narrative ballad, the moral fable,

the character study, the farcical comedy,
the satirical diatribe, the folk tale, the love
lyric, the loco-descriptive poem. Like all the
most important Romantic-period poets,
he made all of these traditional forms his
own, in innovative and idiosyncratic ways.
He is the great poet of English rural life—of
work, of husbandry, of weather, hardship
and poverty, of pub culture, and of the
agricultural year. He is also an important
poet of loneliness, of broken heartedness,
of loss and Romantic nostalgia for the
innocence of childhood. Clare was also an
incredibly acute natural historian, ‘hunting’
for rare flora and fauna on long walks across
the breadth of his country. He wrote reams
of prose studies of birds, trees, insects, and
the life of particular places and (what we
now call) local ecosystems.
As a musician, Clare was a prolific fiddleplayer, a habit he probably picked up from
the many bands of gipsies he encountered.
Such was its importance that when
championed as the 'Peasant Poet' in the
1820s, his publisher James Hessey gifted
him a Cremona violin with a "small supply of
strings in case of accidents". Clare was also
an avid collector of folksongs, ballads and

dances, seeking to capture an oral tradition
by 'pricking' down "hundreds of...pleasant
tunes familiar to the plough and splashing
stream". For all the talk of Clare's illiteracy,
erratic spelling and grammar or famously
difficult handwriting, the two notebooks
into which he copied down these 263
fiddle tunes are remarkably evocative—of
Clare the musician, but also of a lost oral
tradition of rural music-making. You can see
the notebooks in the John Clare Cottage
Museum in Helpston, and they became the
starting-point for this recording, its spirit
encapsulated in a stanza of Clare's great
poem, Song's Eternity:
What is song's eternity?
Come and see;
Melodys of earth and sky
Here they be;
Songs once sung to Adam's ears
Can it be?
Ballads of six thousand years
Thrive, thrive;
Songs awakened with the spheres,
Alive!
Melodys of Earth and Sky presents a set
of nine creative transcriptions from Clare's
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books of fiddle-tunes, which Julian Philips
conceived for a duo of clarinet and violin.
They grew out of a words and music event,
planned for April 2020 to celebrate the
bicentenary of the publication Clare's Poems
Descriptive of Rural Life and Scenery,
led by Clare scholar Professor Simon
Kövesi, actor Toby Jones and clarinettist
and producer Kate Romano. Early drafts
of the Melodys were intended to provide
instrumental linking material, but once the
Covid pandemic had forced the event to be
cancelled, Philips continued to work on them
regardless, now informed by the strange
lockdown context.
Several factors influenced the
instrumentation for Melodys. Modest,
stripped back performing resources felt like
a strong choice to reflect the authenticity of
Clare's fascination for these fiddle-tunes,
but also a way of creating an intimate,
even domestic atmosphere. The choice
was reinforced by the clarinettist Kate
Romano's delight in playing through Bartok's
44 duos for two violins, with her daughter
Livvy on violin. Such an intimate, even
domestic performing context seemed right
for Melodys and right for Clare, but also a
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direct response to the Covid pandemic, a
period where singing posed a risk to health,
and performers needed to be socially
distanced. Kate and Livvy ran through early
drafts of the Melodys over zoom during the
lockdown period, and the work is dedicated
affectionately to them both.
Philips has a well-established creative
fascination for John Clare, having completed
two song cycles—Four Sonnets of John
Clare (2002), Love Songs for Mary Joyce
(2016)—and a choral setting of Song's
Eternity (2002). All three works relish the
overlap between song and poem in Clare,
exploiting the way his poems were written to
be sounded out, to be voiced, to be heard.
In Melodys of Earth and Sky, however, there
are no words, only music, but since it draws
on melodies that Clare collected, it provides
Philips with a way of connecting to Clare as
a musician, rather than a poet. Lyrics survive
for just three of the chosen Melodys, thanks
to George Deacon's extensive research in his
book John Clare and the Folk Tradition, but
the work is intended to explore the almost
uncanny way that a melody can suggest the
memory of words, even once those words
have disappeared. There is a sense in these

Melodys of shared, communal experience of melancholy (The Gardengate), innocence
(Young Huzzar), foreboding (The Storm),
restlessness (Morgiana), inebriation (Polka),
a wedding (I'll be married on Sunday),
sorrow (Black Ey'd Susan), intrigue (Morgan
Rattler), or exuberant joy (Hornpipes). These
creative transcriptions aim to unlock these
buried memories and reanimate them for a
contemporary audience. The words are still
there, but they are buried inside the music.
The formal approach varies from one
transcription to another, but with the
melodies remaining intact throughout.
Sometimes a melody is simply repeated
and elaborated, as in The Gardengate,
sometimes it is separated into layers, as in
Young Huzzar or enriched both harmonically
and rhythmically, as in the Polka or
Hornpipes. For some of the Melodys,
Philips creates a textural background that
reframes them, as in I'll be married on
Sunday or Morgiana in Ireland. Two of the
nine Melodys are solo Rhapsodies, first
for the violin—The Storm—and secondly
for the clarinet—Black Ey'd Susan. As the
set unfolds, the infinite possibilities of
just two instruments become ever more

apparent, enriched by a wide range of violin
techniques, but also a full family of clarinets,
with instruments in Bb, Eb and A and the
bass clarinet.
Once the music for Melodys of Earth and
Sky was complete, a strong desire was felt
to reintroduce words, to associate each of
the Melodys with a wide range of poetic
and prose extracts from Clare. By drawing
in actor Toby Jones once again, it allowed
the project to celebrate the bicentenary
of the publication of Poems Descriptive of
Rural Life and Scenery one step removed.
Simon Kövesi and Julian Philips chose which
texts to assign to each Melody, and both
words and music were recorded together
at Stapleford Granary in Cambridgeshire,
allowing for a natural and organic synergy
between spoken word and instrumental
music. It is hoped that this offers the listener
a rich experience of Clare's remarkable
creative legacy as a poet and musician,
and its extraordinary and urgent resonance
in our troubled age of pandemic, climate
catastrophe, technological alienation and
political instability.
Julian Philips & Simon Kövesi © 2021
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NOTE ON MUSIC

The Gardengate
A haunting, modal G minor melody, stated
three times: firstly, as a unison study for
both clarinet and violin, secondly warmed
through with a little harmony, and lastly
broadened out as a canon featuring drones
on each of the violin's open strings.
Young Huzzar
A disarmingly simple and touching diatonic
melody in D major, split into two layers.
The Eb clarinet takes all the melody's F♯s
and C♯s, leaving the violin with D, E, G
and A, all explored as natural harmonics.
In the outer sections the layers are heard
separately, enfolding a fleeting moment
where the two layers combine to present the
tune in its entirety, like an old photograph
flickering into life. The timbral mix of high
Eb clarinet and violin harmonics creates a
music box effect.
Rhapsody: The Storm
The first of two solo rhapsodies, this one for
violin, in which The Storm—a sea-song by
G A Stevens—is explored in a sequence of
five variations, whose trajectory mirrors the
song's account of a ship subjected to the
full might of a "tempest-troubled Ocean".
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A cadenza after the fifth variation marks
the apex of the storm, followed by a hushed
coda in which the melody returns at the
bottom of the texture, now 'hush'd to rest
the might thunder'.
Morgiana in Ireland
A melody Clare must have been particularly
fond of, as he noted it down both in E major
and D, the key for this transcription. Here
the clarinet explores the melody twice, with
the violin providing a layer of syncopated
harmony underneath for the first rendition,
and above for the second. The final
vanishing point leaves clarinet and violin
over three octaves apart - a real "melody of
earth and sky".
Polka
This rather jaunty melody, with its ribald
metrical shifts from duple to triple time, is
explored as a rustic tableau. The melody
is stated three times, but with each
rendition a quaver drops out, forcing the
tune to squeeze itself into ever shorter
bars. Clarinet and violin are juxtaposed in
different keys throughout, while changes
from the Bb to Eb clarinet, or from bowed to
plucked violin sounds and the detuning of

the G string, create comic discontinuities.
Recurrences of the opening flourish attempt,
ultimately unsuccessfully, to pull the musical
proceedings into some kind of order.
I'll be married on Sunday
One of the most intriguing melodies that
John Clare noted down, its irregular metre
capturing an authentic sense of a nonnotated, oral tradition of music-making,
while its modality suggesting a melody
conceived as a play on the partials of the
harmonic series. The violin embraces this
suggestion, with its bottom string tuned a
little sharp ensuring that the while its fifths
sound a little rancid, its thirds resonate with
warmth. The melody is heard twice over this
textural backdrop, the second time with an
added pizzicato layer.
Rhapsody: Black ey'd Susan
The second of the rhapsodies, this for solo
clarinet, based on Black Ey'd Susan, again
a melody Clare must have particularly
admired, since he noted it down both in
E minor and C minor. In the C minor version,
Clare even added in some of the song
lyrics, harmonised some melodic phrases,
and provided an eight-bar introduction. Of
all the Melodys of Earth and Sky, Black

Ey'd Susan is perhaps the most widely
known and enjoyed in a contemporary
context. Attributed to John Gay and Richard
Leveridge, around 1725, it has been
reinterpreted by countless generations of
musicians, famously by Shirley Collins on
her 1968 album The Power of the True Love
Knot, or more recently by the contemporary
American duo, Anna & Elizabeth.
Unlike The Storm, this second rhapsody
is less formally structured, less a set of
variations, more variations in search of
a theme. The melody is broken up into
fragments, each explored as an analogue
to the events of the song - the love and loss
of Black Ey'd Susan and her sweet William,
sailing off to war. Inspired by Clare's own C
minor transcription, song lyrics are added
into the Rhapsody score to enhance the
music's suggestiveness - the final image
directly evoking this melody's last couplet:
Her lessening boat unwillingly rows to land:
"Adieu", she cries and waves her lily hand.
Morgan Rattler
This melody is a rather jaunty jig, naturally
suited for the violin in its leaping open
string resonance. The melody is still very
12
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much in circulation amongst folk musicians,
distinguished by a wonderful circularity
that invites repetitions, almost ad infinitum.
Here, the melody is heard just once in
its entirety, but each line is repeated,
anticipated by a phrase of the supporting
clarinet accompaniment. This clarinet layer
dislocates the melody both with its distinctly
separate harmony but also its rhythmic
profile, which counterpoints the jig's triplets
with duplets.
Hornpipes
There are many hornpipes in Clare's books
of fiddle tunes, and this finale weaves
together three of them as a quodlibet:

NOTE ON TEXTS

The texts below are lightly edited
transcriptions of original manuscripts
housed at Peterborough Central Library
and Northampton Central Library. For ease
of access I have added and regularised
punctuation, indented for rhyme scheme
and have adjusted spellings. The exception
is ‘August’ from The Shepherd’s Calendar
which we sourced, with kind permission,
from Tim Chilcott’s brilliant edition of The
Shepherd’s Calendar: Manuscript and
13
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The Devil among the Taylors, [Savourys]
Hornpipe and Miss Douglas Montcrief.
All three are lively dance melodies, each
treated bitonally between the clarinet and
violin, but also cajoled into rhythmic games
analogous to the Polka, in which the simple
duple hornpipe metre is locked against ever
diminishing time signatures: 6/8 in The
Devil among the Taylors, 5/8 in [Savourys]
Hornpipe, and 3/8 in Miss Douglas
Montcrief. Structurally, Miss Douglas
Montcrief is the controlling melody, its pitch
shapes providing both framing and linking
material, and a final accelerating flourish.
Julian Philips © 2021

Published Version (Carcanet, 2006), though
again, I have added punctuation to Chilcott’s
manuscript transcription, for ease of access
in this presentation. The prose extract about
Clare’s musical fun with gipsies, has been
edited a bit more thoroughly - and reordered
from a few different manuscript sources
- to lend it as clear a narrative sense as
possible. I have offered a short glossary
of tricky terms after the text in which a
term appears.

Song's Eternity
What is song’s eternity?
Come and see;
Can it noise and bustle be?
Come and see;
Praises sung or praises said
Can it be?
Wait awhile and these are dead
Sigh sigh;
Be they high or lowly bred
They die.
What is song’s eternity?
Come and see;
Melodies of earth and sky
Here they be;
Songs once sung to Adam’s ears
Can it be?
– Ballads of six thousand years
Thrive, thrive;
Songs awakened with the spheres,
Alive!
Mighty songs that miss decay,
What are they?
Crowds and cities pass away
Like a day;
Books are writ and books are read,
What are they?
Years will lay them with the dead,
Sigh, sigh.
Trifles unto nothing wed,
They die.

Dreamers list the honey bee
Mark the tree;
Where the blue cap tootle tee
Sings a glee
Sung to Adam and to Eve,
Here they be;
When floods covered every bough –
Noah’s Ark
Heard that ballad singing now
Hark, hark!
Tootle tootle tootle tee,
Can it be?
Pride and fame must shadows be,
Come and see;
Every season own her own
Bird and bee;
Sing creation’s music on:
Nature’s glee
Is in every mood and tone –
Eternity.

First Love
I ne’er was struck before that hour
With love so sudden and so sweet,
Her face it bloomed like a sweet flower
And stole my heart away complete.
My face turned pale, a deadly pale,
My legs refused to walk away,
And when she looked, what could I ail?
My life and all seemed turned to clay.
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And then my blood rushed to my face
And took my eyesight quite away;
The trees and bushes round the place
Seemed midnight at noon day.
I could not see a single thing,
Words from my eyes did start —
They spoke as chords do from the string,
And blood burnt round my heart.
Are flowers the winter’s choice?
Is love’s bed always snow?
She seemed to hear my silent voice,
Not love’s appeals to know;
I never saw so sweet a face
As that I stood before:
My heart has left its dwelling place
And can return no more —

Written in a Thunderstorm
July 15th 1841
The heavens are wrath – the thunder’s rattling peal
Rolls like a vast volcano in the sky,
Yet nothing starts the apathy I feel,
Nor chills with fear eternal destiny.
My soul is apathy – a ruin vast;
Time cannot clear the ruined mass away.
My life is hell – the hopeless die is cast
And manhood’s prime is premature decay.
Roll on, ye wrath of thunders – peal on peal,
Till worlds are ruins, and myself alone;
Melt heart and soul cased in obdurate steel,
Till I can feel that nature is my throne.
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I live in love, sun of undying light,
And fathom my own heart for ways of good;
In its pure atmosphere day without night
Smiles on the plains, the forest, and the flood.
Smile on, ye elements of earth and sky,
Or frown in thunders as ye frown on me;
Bid earth and its delusions pass away,
But leave the mind as its creator free.

Prose extract – ‘the edge of the orison’
I loved this solitary disposition from a boy and
felt a curiosity to wander about spots where I had
never been before. I remember one incident of this
feeling when I was very young. It cost my parents
some anxiety. It was in summer and I started off
in the morning to get rotten sticks from the woods,
but I had a feeling to wander about the fields and I
indulged it. I had often seen the large heath called
Emmonsales stretching its yellow furze from my
eye into unknown solitudes, when I went with the
mere openers, and my curiosity urged me to steal
an opportunity to explore it that morning. I had
imagined that the world’s end was at the edge of
the orison and that a day’s journey was able to
find it, so I went on with my heart full of hopes,
pleasures and discoveries, expecting when I got to
the brink of the world that I could look down, like
looking into a large pit, and see into its secrets, the
same as I believed I could see heaven by looking
into the water. So I eagerly wandered on, and
rambled among the furze the whole day, till I got
out of my knowledge – when the very wild flowers
and birds seemed to forget me, and I imagined they
were the inhabitants of new countries. The very sun
seemed to be a new one and shining in a different

quarter of the sky. Still, I felt no fear: my wonderseeking happiness had no room for it. I was finding
new wonders every minute and was walking in a
new world, often wondering to myself that I had not
found the end of the old one. The sky still touched
the ground in the distance as usual, and my
childish wisdoms was puzzled in perplexities.
Night crept on before I had time to fancy the
morning was bye, when the white moth had begun
to flutter beneath the bushes, the black snail was
out upon the grass, and the frog was leaping across
the rabbit tracks on his evening journeys, and the
little mice was nimbling about and twittering their
little ear-piercing song, with the hedge cricket
whispering the hour of waking spirits was at hand
– which made me hasten to seek home. I knew
not which way to turn but chance put me in the
right track and when I got into my own fields I did
not know them. Everything seemed so different.
The church peeping over the woods could hardly
reconcile me. When I got home, I found my parents
in the greatest distress and half the village about
hunting me.
Mere openers – people whose job it was to open
water gates, to drain or fill ‘meres’ – in this case
bodies of shallow fenland water
Orison – Clare’s spelling (possibly his
pronunciation) of ‘horizon’

The Toper's Rant
Come, come, my old crones and gay fellows,
That loves to drink ale in a horn;
We’ll sing racy songs now we’re mellow
Which topers sung ere we were born.
For our bottle kind fate shall be thanked,
And line but our pockets with brass,
We’ll sooner suck ale through a blanket
Than thimbles of wine from a glass.
Away with your proud thimble glasses
Of wine, foreign nations supply;
We topers ne’er drink to the lasses,
Over draughts scarce enough for a fly.
Club us with the hedger and ditcher
Or beggar that makes his own horn,
To join us o’er bottle or pitcher
Foaming o’er with the essence of corn.
We care not with whom we get tipsy,
Or where with brown stout we regale;
We’ll weather the storm with a gipsy
If he be a lover of ale.
We’ll weather the toughest storm weary
Although we get wet to the skin,
If the outside our cottage looks dreary
We’re warm and right happy within.
We’ll sit till the bushes are dropping
Like the spout of a watering pan;
For till the dram’s drank there’s no stopping,
We’ll keep up the ring to a man.
We’ll sit till Dame Nature is feeling
The breath of our stingo so warm,
And bushes and trees begin reeling
In our eyes like to ships in a storm.
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We’ll sit from three hours before seven,
When larks wake the morning to dance;
Till night’s sooty brood of eleven,
When witches ride over to France.
We’ll sit it in spite of the weather,
Till we tumble our length on the plain,
When the morning shall find us together,
To play the game over again.
Toper – One who topes or drinks a great deal; a
hard drinker; a drunkard.
Stingo – strong beer

The Mother's Advice
Come come, my boy Robin, be wise lad and value
An old woman’s counsel that wishes ye well:
Ne’er play with your watch chain nor stand ‘shill I,
shall I?’
Make your mind up at once boy and win Kitty
Fell;
Ne’er let the absence of beauty prevent ye,
That birdlime that catches at charm-smitten
men;
She’s horses and cows boy, and money in plenty
To make a face tempting at three score and ten.
Aye cows on the pasture and sheep at the fold
And horses to yoke at the waggon or plough,
And land that would even grow guineas of gold
And better the crow never flies over now;
Her yard’s never empty of poultry and swine,
Of the flitch and the ham, boy, her wall’s never
bare
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– When the grist bag is torn – there’s the bottom
of twine
And the best of all beauty is much and to spare.
What pucker your brow boy? And will ye be scorning
A mother’s good counsel – well take ye a wife
As fine as ye please, but hear this as a warning:
That love without money brings winter for life.
Fine wenches, I know, in the spring’s sunny
weathers,
Look sweet as the glad-singing linnets in spring;
But birds are not valued for fine-painted feathers,
The sweet-singing larks wears a plain russet
wing.
What, still, are ye silent? O fie on ye Robin!
To scoff at a mother that wishes ye well.
Were I in your place I would saddle old dobbin
And not lose a moment to win Kitty Fell;
But thou’rt won by show and it’s no use advising,
Yet Robin beware how things glitter and shine:
And old-fashioned guinea is more worth the prizing
Than a new-minted penny, though ever so fine.
Those fine dressy dames, though so gay and
bewitching,
That show their fine hues as a peacock his tail,
Are just as much use in a cottager’s kitchen
As plumbs in a piecrust and sugar in ale.
So take your own trundle – I’ll sit and content me
To think that I’ve told ye the best in my power,
And do as ye please, since there’s nought to
prevent ye,
But mind that ye don’t pluck a weed for a flower.
There’s many a fop ta’en by dazzle and dressing,
That turns up his nose at a girl getting old;
Still the proverb is true that might learn ye a lesson:

‘Always creep ’neath an old hedge to get from
the cold’.
The ’pie trusts her dwelling on trees high and airy,
Just as weak chances and storms may agree,
But larks, Robin hark ye, right cautious and wary,
Ensure a snug home at the root of the tree.
Birdlime – sticky, glutinous stuff, put on trees,
to catch birds
Flitch – a cut of bacon
Grist – corn sent to the mill to be ground – most
commonly applied to the corn collected by gleaners
Trundle – path or course
’pie – abbreviation for magpie

How Can I Forget?
That farewell voice of love is never heard again,
Yet I remember it and think on it with pain;
I see the place she spoke when passing by,
The flowers were blooming as her form drew nigh;
That voice is gone, with every pleasing tone –
Loved but one moment and the next alone.
“Farewell” the winds repeated as she went
Walking in silence through the grassy bent;
The wild flowers – they ne’er looked so sweet
before –
Bowed in farewells to her they’ll see no more.
In this same spot the wild flowers bloom the same,
In scent and hue and shape, aye, even name.
’Twas here she said farewell and no one yet
Has so sweet spoken – How can I forget?

On Gipseys - prose extract
At these feasts and merry makings I got acquainted
with the Gipseys and often associated with them at
their camps, to learn the fiddle, of which I was very
fond. The first acquaintance I made was with the
Boswells Crew – as they were called – a popular
tribe, well known about here and famous for fiddlers
and fortune-tellers.
The Smiths gang of gipseys came and encamped
near the town, and as I began to be a decent
scraper we had a decent round of merriment for a
fortnight, sometimes going to dance or drink at the
camp, and at other times at the public house. Once
in these midnight revels we escaped a great danger
very narrowly. On going for ale at the dancing, a
quarrel ensued when one party determined on
cheating the other by running off with the beer.
I was one, and we got into an old barn to hide
ourselves while we drank it (taking a lanthorn from
the public house) which had been open to the
weather for years, and had been falling a long time.
We saw no danger and hugged ourselves over our
bottle till we had finished it… And the next day when
I passed the place, the gable end we had sat under
was down, and a heap of rubbish.
I used to spend my Sundays and summer evenings
among them, learning to play the fiddle in their
manner by the ear, and joining in their pastimes of
jumping, dancing, and other amusements. I became
so initiated in their ways and habits that I was
often tempted to join them. They are very ignorant
in the ways of the world, and very loose in their
morals… Their descriptions of summer revellings,
their tales of their yearly journeys to Kent, and their
rendesvouses at Norwood where they got swarms
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of money by fiddling or fortune-telling… were tickling
temptations to my fancy.
Lanthorn – Clare’s spelling (and possibly his
pronunciation) of “lantern”

Extract from ‘August’, The Shepherd’s
Calendar
The fields are all alive with sultry noise
Of labour’s sounds & insects’ busy joys;
The reapers o’er their glittering sickles stoop,
Startling full oft the partridge coveys up;
Some o’er the rustling scythe go bending on
And shockers follow where their toils have gone,
Reaping the swaths that rustle in the sun
Where mice from terror’s dangers nimbly run,
Leaving their tender young in fear’s alarm,
Lapped up in nest of chimbled grasses warm,
Hoping for safety from their flight in vain,
While the rude boy or churlish-hearted swain
Pursue with lifted weapons o’er the ground
And spread an instant murder all around…
When the sun stoops to meet the western sky,
And noon’s hot hours have wander’d weary by,
They seek an ’awthorn bush or willow-tree
For resting-places that the coolest be,
Where baskets heaped and unbroached bottles lie,
Which dogs in absence watch’d with wary eye,
To catch their breath awhile and share the boon
Which beavering time allows their toil at noon
All gathering sit on stubbs or sheaves the hour,
Where scarlet poppies linger still in flower.
Next to her favoured swain the maiden steals,
Blushing at kindness which his love reveals,
Who makes a seat for her of things around,
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And drops beside her on the naked ground.
Then from its cool retreat the beer they bring,
And hand the stout hooped bottle round the ring.
Each swain soaks hard; the maiden, ere she sips,
Shrieks at the bold wasp settling on her lips,
That seems determined only hers to greet,
As if it fancied they were cherries sweet.
The dog foregoes his sleep awhile, or play,
Springing at frogs that rustling jump away,
To watch each morsel that the boon bestows,
And wait the bone or crust the shepherd throws;
For shepherds are no more of ease possest,
But share in harvest’s labours with the rest.
Covey – of partridges – a small group of them
Shocker – a person who piles up sheaves in
‘shocks’
Chimbled – nibbled or chewed into small pieces
Simon Kövesi 2021

"My father Freddie Jones was a
fervent reciter of Clare’s poetry.
He played Clare more than once
and identified with the struggle and
ardour of the poet’s extraordinary
journey. This recording has
enabled me to extend that road
a little further."

Toby Jones
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BAFTA Award-winning actor Toby Jones is known
for his roles both in the theatre and on screen.
Toby has recently been seen in Kelly Reichardt’s
acclaimed film, First Cow (May 2021), and the
BBC television feature Danny Boy. Later this
year he will appear in The Electrical Life of
Louis Wain, Gil Kenan’s Boy Called Christmas
and Tetris directed by Jon S Baird. In 2020,
Toby returned to the stage at The Harol Pinter
Theatre to play the title role in Chekhov’s Uncle
Vanya to high acclaim. On television Toby has
recently starred in the award -winning comedies
Detectorists (2017) and Don’t Forget the Driver
(2019) which he also co-wrote with Tim Crouch.
In 2006 Toby starred as Truman Capote in
Infamous for which he won Best British Actor
at the London Film Critics Circle Awards. Toby
starred in the Oscar-nominated adaptation
of le Carré’s classic Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy
(2011) and the year after he garnered huge
critical acclaim for his performance as Alfred
Hitchcock in the HBO/BBC television movie
The Girl (2012), for which he received a BAFTA,
Golden Globe and Emmy nomination. In 2014,
he collaborated with Andrew Kötting and Iain
Sinclair on By Ourselves a film about John Clare.
Kate Romano has a 25-year career as a
chamber musician and solo clarinetist. She
has given over 150 world premieres and
her recordings are broadcast on UK and
international radio. A natural story-teller and
endlessly curious about the wider arts, Kate
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works across many different disciplines. She
writes and broadcasts regularly about music,
mainly on BBC Radio 3. Driven to bring new
music to more people, she founded Goldfield
Productions in 2011 whose acclaimed touring
productions have been seen by tens of
thousands of people. Through Goldfield, Kate
has commissioned many artists and developed
an approach of connecting new music to a
wider culture via visual art, poetry, puppetry
and technology. Kate has a particular affinity for
music-and-spoken-word which features in many
of Goldfield’s productions and the five children’s
shows she has written and directed. Kate was a
senior member of staff at the Guildhall School
of Music & Drama for 13 years and is currently
CEO of Stapleford Granary Arts Centre. She
studied at the Royal Northern College of Music
and Cambridge University and holds a PhD in
composition from Kings College London.
Laureate of numerous national and international
competitions, Ionel Manciu was born in Bender,
Republic of Moldova. He made his official
debut at the age of ten with the Moldovan
National Chamber Orchestra performing
Mozart’s Violin Concerto in G-major. Recent
highlights include a recital at the Carnegie
Hall as part of the Guildhall Artists in New
York series, a performance of Shostakovich’s
Violin Concerto No.1 at the Barbican Hall, a
recital of all six Ysaÿe Solo Sonatas at the
1901 Arts Club as well as guest-leading the

Netherlands Philharmonic Orchestra at the
Het Concertgebouw in Amsterdam. As part
of the Mithras Piano Trio, he is the winner of
the Trondheim International Chamber Music
Competition and 67th Royal Over-Seas League
Competition. The Trio are also BBC3 New
Generation Artists, Kirckman Music Society
Young Artists and Countess of Munster
Young Artists. Ionel plays on a Gagliano violin
generously loaned by the Tompkins Tate Musical
Instrument Trust.
Simon Kövesi is Professor of English Literature
at Oxford Brookes University. Originally from
London, he studied at the universities of
Glasgow, North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and
Nottingham Trent. He researches working-class
writing from the Romantic period through to
contemporary literature. His books include John
Clare: New Approaches (2000), EighteenthCentury English Labouring-Class Poets,
1700-1800 (2003), James Kelman (2007),
New Essays on John Clare: Poetry, Culture
and Community (2015), John Clare: Nature,
Criticism and History (2017) and Palgrave
Advances in John Clare Studies (2020). He
appeared as a boxer in Andrew Kötting’s feature
film about Clare, By Our Selves (Soda Pictures,
2015). He is editor of the John Clare Society
Journal, a Fellow of the English Association
and an honorary lifetime member of the
British Association for Romantic Studies. He is
currently writing a book entitled Literature and
Poverty: 1800–2000, and for Oxford World’s

Classics is editing the first modern paperback
edition of Pierce Egan’s 1821 smash hit
Life in London.
Born in Wales in 1969 and brought up in
Warwickshire, Julian Philips studied music at
Emmanuel College, Cambridge, and is one of
Britain’s most versatile composers. His music
has been performed across the world at major
festivals and venues including the BBC Proms,
Tanglewood Music Festival, Welsh National
Opera, Glyndebourne and Wigmore Hall, by
international artists including Gerald Finley,
Dawn Upshaw, Sir Thomas Allen, the Vertavo
String Quartet and BBC orchestras. With a
particular affinity for the voice, Philips has been
critically acclaimed for song settings of Emily
Dickinson, e e cummings, Dylan Thomas and
Langston Hughes among others, recently a
cycle for baritone, cello and harp, Turning Fifty
(2019) based on poems by Judith Wright. Love
Songs for Mary Joyce (2016), commissioned by
Wigmore Hall for tenor James Gilchrist, sets a
series of late poems by John Clare. His choral
music is similarly celebrated and is included in
the Choirbook for the Queen (Church Music)
as well as being commissioned for the BBC
Proms (Sorrowfull Songes). As Glyndebourne
Opera’s first Composer-in-Residence in 20069, Philips completed Followers, a site-specific
promenade opera, and The Yellow Sofa,
subsequently featured in Glyndebourne’s tour
and shortlisted for a British Composer Award.
His youth opera Knight Crew was filmed by
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